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Abstract

We will demonstrate a deployed conversa-
tional AI system that acts as a host of a smart-
building on a university campus. The sys-
tem combines open-domain social conversa-
tion with task-based conversation regarding
navigation in the building, live resource up-
dates (e.g. available computers) and events in
the building. We are able to demonstrate the
system on several platforms: Google Home
devices, Android phones, and a Furhat robot.

1 Introduction

The combination of social chat and task-oriented
dialogue has been gaining more and more pop-
ularity as a research topic (Papaioannou et al.,
2017c; Pecune et al., 2018; Khashe et al., 2019). In
this paper, we describe a social bot called Alana1

and how it has been modified to provide task-
based assistance in an intelligent building (called
the GRID) at the Heriot-Watt University cam-
pus in Edinburgh. Alana was first developed for
the Amazon Alexa Challenge in 2017 (Papaioan-
nou et al., 2017b,a) by the Heriot-Watt University
team and then improved for the same competition
in 2018 (Curry et al., 2018). The team reached
the finals in both years. Now Alana successfully
serves as a system core for other conversational
AI projects (Foster et al., 2019).

In the GRID project, several new functionali-
ties have been added to the original Alana system
which include providing the users with informa-
tion about:
• the GRID building itself (e.g. facilities,

rooms, construction date, opening times),

• location of rooms and directions to them,

• events happening in the building,

• computers available for use – updated live.
1See http://www.alanaai.com

Currently, our intelligent assistant is available
for users on several Google Home Mini devices
distributed in the GRID – a large university build-
ing with multiple types of users ranging from stu-
dents to staff, and visitors from business/industry.
It is also available on Android phones via Google
Actions as part of the Google Assistant. The
system is reconfigurable for other buildings, via
a graph representation of locations and their con-
nectivity. It connects to live information about
available resources such as computers and to an
event calendar.

2 System Architecture

Figure 1 presents the architecture of the system.

Figure 1: System architecture.

The Alana system is an ensemble of several dif-
ferent conversational bots that can all potentially

http://www.alanaai.com
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produce a reply to the user’s utterance. Each bot
uses different information resources to produce its
reply. Example resources are: Wikipedia, Reddit,
many different News feeds, a database of interest-
ing facts etc. Additionally, there are also conver-
sational bots that drive the dialogue in case it has
stalled, deal with profanities, handle clarifications,
or express the views, likes, and dislikes of a virtual
Persona. The decision regarding which bot’s reply
is selected to be verbalised is handled by the Dia-
logue Manager (DM).

ASR/TTS In the GRID project, the audio stream
is handled using the Google Speech API and the
system is therefore also available as an action on
Google Assistant on Android phones.

NLU In the Alana system, users’ utterances are
parsed using a complex NLU pipeline, described
in detail in (Curry et al., 2018), consisting of
steps such as Named Entity Recognition, Noun
Phrase extraction, co-reference and ellipsis resolu-
tion, and a combination of regex-based and deep-
learning-based intent recognition. In the GRID
project, an additional NLU module has been im-
plemented for building-specific enquiries which
uses the RASA2 framework. In the Persona bot
we use AIML patterns for rapid reconfigurability
and control.

NLG The NLG strategy depends on the differ-
ent conversational bots. It ranges from the use of
complex and carefully designed templates to auto-
matically summarised news and Wikipedia articles
(Curry et al., 2018).

DM In every dialogue turn each of the bots at-
tempts to produce a response. Which response
will be uttered to the user is determined by a se-
lection strategy which is defined by a bot priority
list and can also be learned from data (Shalymi-
nov et al., 2018). If several bots produce a re-
sponse in a given turn, the response of the bot with
the highest priority is selected. The Directions,
Events, and Resources bots are placed at the top of
the priority list in order to increase the chance of
their responses being selected because all of them
provide information regarding the GRID building.
The Coherence Bot has the lowest priority since its
role is to handle turns when none of the other bots
produce a response so that the conversation can be
driven forward.

2See https://rasa.com/

The Neo4j Graph Database Figure 2 presents
the graph representation of how the rooms are con-
nected with each other in the GRID building. To
port the system to different buildings, this repre-
sentation would be changed to reflect the locations
and their spatial connectivity.

Figure 2: Graph representation of spatial connectivity
– example for the GRID building.

3 Example Dialogues

General information about the GRID building is
encoded in Persona’s AIML templates. It is this
bot that responds to questions whose answers are
generally fixed over time – for example about
opening hours and where one can buy a cup of
coffee. For examples of responses generated by
Persona, see Dialogue 1.

The Ethics Bot has been implemented to ob-
tain users’ consent for storing and processing tran-
scriptions of their conversations. The request for
user consent is omitted in the example dialogues.

The Directions Bot handles requests for loca-
tions of rooms and directions to them. It connects
to the Neo4j graph database where it retrieves the
shortest paths. The Events Bot responds whenever
events information is requested for either a specific
room or the building in general. The information
is stored in the Neo4j database as well where the
events are assigned to particular rooms. It is re-
trieved from a university timetable system and up-
dated every day.

https://rasa.com/
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A: Welcome to the GRID building! How can I help you
today?

U: What does GRID stand for?
A: (persona) GRID stands for Global, Research, In-

novation and Discovery. Is there anything else I can
help you with?

U: What time does this building close?
A: (persona) This building never closes. It is open

24/7. Did you know that you can have a chat with
me about music? Also, if you’re looking for a specific
room, you can ask me how to get there.

U: Actually, I really need a cup of coffee. Do you know
where I can get one?

A: (persona) You can have a cup of coffee at the cafe
on the ground floor. It looks like a tuk tuk. Can I help
you with anything else?

U: What is a tuk tuk?
A: (wiki bot) I think that an auto rickshaw is a mo-

torized version of the pulled rickshaw or cycle rick-
shaw. Most have three wheels and do not tilt. They
are known by many terms in various countries includ-
ing auto, baby taxi, bajaj, chand gari, lapa, tuk-tuk,
3wheel or tukxi.

U: Wow, that’s interesting. Thanks, goodbye!
A: It was lovely talking to you! Goodbye!

Dialogue 1: Questions about the GRID building. U –
User, and A – Alana system.

The role of the Resources Bot is to provide the
user with information about how many computers
are currently free in the GRID building’s labs. The
bot scrapes the data live from a university website.
Dialogue 2 presents example responses produced
by the Directions, Events, and Resources Bots.

Dialogue 3 shows an example of social chat one
can have with our system. Alana offers conversa-
tion about various topics such as music, movies,
and sports. It provides current news as well.

4 Future Work

4.1 Deployment on a Robot
We can already deploy Alana on a Furhat3 robot
during special events in the GRID building. We
believe that having Alana deployed on a robot
makes it even more attractive and encourages
more people to interact with it.

This will also be useful for a future project
which will aim to further extend Alana’s function-
alities so that for example, it can become a virtual
receptionist in the National Robotarium (a smart
research building for Human-Robot Interaction)
which is soon to be built at the Heriot-Watt Uni-
versity campus in Edinburgh.

3See https://www.furhatrobotics.com/

A: Hello, and welcome to the GRID building! What can I
assist you with?

U: Hi! What can you do?
A: (persona) If you’re looking for a room, I can tell

you where it is. I can also tell you what events are hap-
pening in this building and where you can find a free
computer.

U: Are there any available computers in the Flex Lab?
A: (resources bot) Sorry, there is Flex Lab 1 and

Flex Lab 2 in this building. Which one do you mean?
U: Number 2.
A: (resources bot) I’m afraid there are no free

computers in the Flex Lab 2 at the moment, but I know
that the room Digital Lab has the most free computers,
it has 97 PCs available.

U: Where is the Digital Lab?
A: (directions bot) The Digital Lab is on the first

floor. Would you like directions?
U: Yes, please.
A: (directions bot) From the entrance, head

across the atrium to the right and take the accessible
lift to the first floor, then turn right, the door to the Dig-
ital Lab will be in front of you. Don’t forget that you
can ask me about events happening in this building.

U: Ok, is there anything on today?
A: (events bot) There are 2 events taking place in

the Boardroom today. An event called Negotiate Train-
ing is scheduled from 10:30 until 12:30. Another event
called Virtual Reality Workshop is taking place from
13:15 until 19:15. Is there anything else I can help
you with?

U: No, I’m good. Thanks, goodbye!
A: It was lovely talking to you! Goodbye!

Dialogue 2: Task-based dialogue. U – User, and A –
Alana system.

A: Welcome to the GRID building! How can I help you
today?

U: Let’s talk about music.
A: (coherence bot) I’m into music. I’m really into

rap and rock. What about you?
U: I like Bob Dylan a lot.
A: (news bot) A friend of mine told me about this news

headline from MTV News about Bob Dylan. Timothée
Chalamet will play Bob Dylan in his next Oscar wor-
thy role. Do you want to hear some more about this?

U: Who is Timothée Chalamet?
A: (wiki bot) As far as I know, Timothée Hal Chala-

met is an American actor.
U: What movies do you like?
A: (persona) My favourite movie is Star Wars. I love

the two androids in that film. Which movie do you like?
U: The new Star Trek movies are pretty good.
A: (news bot) Related to Star Trek, I heard this news

headline from a friend, ‘Star Trek: Picard’: Every-
thing you need to watch before the new CBS series.
Do you want to learn more?

U: No, thanks. I’ve gotta go. Bye!
A: It was lovely talking to you! Goodbye!

Dialogue 3: Open-domain chat about music, movies,
and news. U – User, and A – Alana system.

https://www.furhatrobotics.com/
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4.2 Graphical App
Furthermore, we collaborate with Speech Graph-
ics4 which is a company that provides facial ani-
mation for speaking game characters from audio
input. Together we aim to create a mobile app
with Alana and its animated avatar which will be
available to students and academics at Heriot-Watt
University in Edinburgh. Figure 3 presents two of
the avatars available for Alana. We believe that the
interaction with the graphical app will be more ap-
pealing for users than talking to the Google Home
devices.

Figure 3: Example Speech Graphics avatars.

4.3 Evaluation
We are conducting experiments where we com-
pare two versions of the developed system. One of
them is the full version of the Alana-GRID system
implemented in this project and the other is Alana
deprived of its open-domain conversational skills
i.e. only capable of providing information about
the GRID building which the user requests. Our
hypothesis is that open-domain social chat adds
value to virtual assistants and makes it more plea-
surable and engaging to talk to them.
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